
Preposition Charts 
 

Prepositions used with One Case 
Preposition Case Meaning, Translation 

avna, acc. up, among, between 

avnti, gen. opposite, instead of 

avpo, gen. from, away from 

eivj acc. into, to, in 

evk gen. out of, out from 

evn dat. in, at, on, by means of 

pro, gen. before (in time) 

su,n dat. with, together with 

 

 

Prepositions used with Two Cases 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preposition Case Meaning, Translation 

dia, 
gen. through 

acc. because of 

kata, 
gen. down, upon, against 

acc. along, according to 

meta, 
gen. with 

acc. after 

peri, 
gen. about, concerning 

acc. around, about 

u`pe,r 
gen. in behalf of, for the sake of 

acc. around, about 

u`po, 
gen. by (agency) 

acc. under 



Prepositions used with Three Cases 
Preposition Case Meaning, Translation 

evpi, gen. on, upon, over (contact or position implied) 

 dat. on, in, above (position implied) 

 acc. over, across (motion implied) 

para, gen.  from (motion implied) 

 dat. with, beside (position implied) 

 acc. beside, beyond, along 

pro,j gen. for, for the sake of 

 dat. at, on, near (position implied) 

 acc. toward, with, at 
 

Note: The preposition avmfi, (which means ‘around’) is never used independently 

in the NT, but is used in compound with verbs, e.g. avmfiballw.. 
 

Contraction with Prepositions 
Preposition Before Smooth Breather Before Rough Breather 

avnti, avnti, avnq v 

avpo, avp v avf v 

dia, di v di v 

evpi, evp v evf v 

kata, kat v kaq v 

meta, met v meq v 

para, par v par v 

u`po, u`p v u`f v 
 



Improper prepositions 
 

These words are technically adverbs in classical Greek, but are occasionally 

used as prepositions in the NT. They are typically used with the genitive 

case and are not as common as the proper prepositions above. 

Preposition Meaning, Translation 

a[ma together with 

a;neu without 

a;cri( a;crij until 

evggu.j near 

e;mprosqen before (in space), in front of 

evnanti,on in front of, against, opposite 

e[neka( e[neken for the sake of 

evnw,pion before (in space), in the presence of 

e;xw outside 

evpa,nw above 

e;sw within 

e[wj as far as 

me,son in the midst of 

metaxu, between 

me,cri( me,crij until 

ovpi,sw( o;pisqen behind, after 

ovye, at the end of 

paraplyh,sion very near 

plh,n except 

plhsi,on near 

u`pere,keina beyond 

ca,rin for the sake of 

cwri,j apart from  


